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COVERT VENTURE
The only project of its kind providing
immersion in the realities of Black Ops
missions around the world under the
guidance of international military
intelligence experts.

OUR PROGRAMS
Through the course of our interactive Black
Op program scenarios, participants perform
a series of simulated military tasks in urban
and remote exotic ﬁeld environments.

LEADERS
All of the mission tasks are performed under
the supervision of former military intelligence
operatives, including the Russian GRU, British
SAS, Israeli MOSSAD and Canadian JTF2.
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COVERT VENTURE
Immerse yourself in the world of an elite covert operative as
you work your way through an eight-day simulated military
mission: "TAIGA RAID" under the leadership of a former
commander of the special forces unit of the Russian Main
Intelligence Directorate - GRU. The mission will take place in
the pristine forest and mountain environment around Lake
Baikal in deep Siberia.
During the course of the mission, you will work with heavy and
light weapons used by Russian special forces, as well as
imitation weapons used in military training simulations; drive
heavy and light armored vehicles such as "Tiger", Buran and
BTR-80 used in reconnaissance and full scale combat
situations; rappel in commando style from helicopters such as
the MI-8 into the forest; complete an assault landing on water;
organize covert combat and geocaching; and setup an ambush
on a secured military convoy.
Each mission scenario is customizable to suit your interests,
physical ﬁtness and experience. Depending on season, you
may be hiking in full gear in rain or snow and over hilly terrain.
You will be expected to carry a pack (appropriate for your
weight) containing provisions, tent and sleeping bag, and other
necessary equipment.

EXPERIENCE
SPECIAL FORCES
COVERT OPERATION
BY GRU SPETSNAZ
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BRIEFING
According to Western intelligence agencies, a group of terrorists have
landed in the deep taiga to sabotage construction of the
Russian-Chinese gas pipeline
UNKNOWN FACTORS
Enemy location, composition and armament
OBJECTIVE
Locate, neutralize and interrogate the terrorists
ZONE OF ACTION
According to intelligence, the hostile group deployed in the past 48
hours near the Russian-Mongolian border area of lake Khövsgöl Nuur,
next to the city Sükhbaatar south of Lake Baikal
YOUR TEAM
Up to 6 participants, 1-2 GRU instructors/leaders,
1 videographer
INTERACTIVITY
As in real black ops, participants are given mission objectives and the
outcome of each mission depends on the choices the participants
make with respect to selection and execution of available resources. In
this phase we use imitation weapons.

INTEL
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THE PROGRAM

2

PHASES

COVERT VENTURE

MOSCOW

SIBERIA

8

DAYS

1. MOSCOW: PREPARATION

2. SIBERIA: COVERT OPERATION

Prepare for your mission at a tactical training base of the Federal Security Service of
Russia (FSB), where you will get acquainted with the equipment, gear and technology
involved in the mission.

Receive mission instructions at your headquarters in Irkutsk and embark for the deep Taiga.
As the mission unfolds and you acquire intel, choose your next step under the guidance of an
experienced GRU leader.

WEAPONS: AK and AR machine and handguns (Glock, CZ, PJ, Viking)
ACCOMMODATION: 4 or 5-star hotel
PROVISIONS: All meals included

WEAPONS: Firetag type (blank ﬁring guns and laser tag), AK series machine gun and modern
and traditional handguns including the Makarov pistol
ACCOMMODATION: Camping in tents or makeshift cabins
PROVISIONS: All meals included
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PHASE 1 ITINERARY

MOSCOW / PREPARATION / 4 DAYS

COVERT VENTURE

DAY 1: Tactical shooting and teamwork. We will teach you the correct handling of hand and machine
guns and shooting from various positions. Practice group tactics for inspecting premises and
conducting raids.

DAY 2: Maneuvering at high-altitude conditions. Continue to sharpen weapons handling skills as well as
learn to rappel down buildings in an assault. We will work on group tasks, patrol order and other
actions associated with operating in a high altitude wooded environment like the Siberian taiga.

DAY 3: Tactical driving. You will learn to drive military vehicles such as "Tiger," "Buran" and BTR-80 at
our specialized military range, as well as learn tactics for ambushing vehicle convoys.

DAY 4: Flight to Irkutsk, Siberia. Fly Aeroﬂot business class on the Nizhny Novgorod-Irkutsk route. Upon
arrival, a local intelligence ofﬁcer will take you to operation headquarters where you will receive your
mission instructions. You will then depart for Lake Baikal where your mission begins.
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PHASE 2 ITINERARY

SIBERIA / BLACK OP / 4 DAYS

COVERT VENTURE

DAY 5: We will conduct reconnaissance of the area, including inspection of a beach-side tourist resort
by disembarking from water on jet skis and boats. After acquiring intel about the group of terrorist
targeting the pipeline, we will enter the taiga on ATVs to investigate.

DAY 6: Having encountered enemy tracks, we will transfer by helicopter to the taiga search for the
terrorists. Drop-off in the forest will be carried out by descent on a rope from military helicopter MI-8.

DAY 7: The previous day’s search will only raise new questions. To get answers, we will ﬂy to one of
the mountain ranges and search for clues to the puzzle.

DAY 8: You will conduct an examination of a secure military facility and put all the parts of the puzzle
together to identify the enemy and eliminate the source of the threat. Upon completion of your
mission, relax and celebrate at an exclusive place in Irkutsk. You will return to Moscow the next day.
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GRU LEADER

COVERT VENTURE

YURIY

GRU

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST
The leader of Black Op "TAIGA RAID" is a graduate of the faculty of the Higher
Military Command School (NVVKU) and former commander of the special forces unit
of the GRU. He served in the position of the ofﬁcer of special combat unit. Was
responsible for the safety at the winter Olympic Games in Sochi in 2014 for which he
was awarded honors from president Vladimir Putin.

RUSSIA'S LARGEST FOREIGN
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
It’s Spetsnaz (special forces) was designed to carry out
reconnaissance and sabotage activity on the enemy’s territory.
The spetsnaz main missions was to destroy the command posts
for the guidance of nuclear weapons and other, the most

QUALIFICATIONS

important, the enemy installations.

Military paratrooper instructor, diving specialist and mountain climber. Multi-medalist

Acting in groups of ﬁve to ten people, the GRU spetsnaz is able to

in CrossFit, Spartan and other extreme athletic competitions.

act autonomously for several days. It was a troop of soldiers who
went through special physical and psychological training, in which
special emphasis is placed on mastering the weapons, skill in

SUPPORT

radio communications, and knowledge of the enemy’s territory.

At some points during the mission, Yuriy will be assisted by other former GRU

The mission of the GRU’s spetsnaz was to carry out its orders

members and instructors of the Russian Federation of Practical Shooting, search and

secretly, without engaging in military operations to search, to ﬁnd,

rescue ofﬁcers, professional drivers, pilots and experienced rangers.

and to destroy.

INSURANCE

COVERT VENTURE

A rapid response team, including medics, will be on
standby to deal with emergencies and maintain your
safety. We also maintain contact with local security
and emergency health services throughout the
mission.
COST
Price starts from $200,000 USD, on the basis of
participants with average skills and experience.
The price includes all costs associated with
accommodation, meals and transfers, photo/video
and other logistics. International ﬂights to and from
Moscow are not included.
PAYMENT
After conﬁrming participation, we will develop a
detailed plan and cost estimate for the client. Three
months before the planned SpecOp, we require 50% of
the total cost of the operation. The second 50% is
payable no later than 30 days before the scheduled
start date.

CONDITIONS

BLACK OPS PROGRAMS

COVERT VENTURE
STAGE.1: FOR NEW PARTICIPANTS
SIDE BY SIDE WITH LEADERS

1
SHADOW DANGER
5 DAYS / MOSCOW / FSB

+

4
WHITE BIOHAZARD
8 DAYS / ARCTIC - JTF2 (in development)

+

Retrieve stash of secret biological weapons from a downed military transport plane in Alaska

After a series of high-proﬁle assassinations of opposition leaders in Moscow, authorities suspect these crimes were
organized and funded by a ﬁrm of Western power mongers

2
SIBERIAN RAID
8 DAYS / SIBERIA / GRU

+

CARTEL EXTERMINATION
7 DAYS / GUYANA / SAS
With help of SAS, rescue a British Red Cross doctor captured by drug trafﬁckers in the Amazon jungle in Guyana

NUCLEAR ANTITERROR
7 DAYS / DESERT / MOSSAD (in development)

+

Inﬁltrate a terrorist base to gain intel on nuclear weapons development the heart of Israeli desert

Prevent sabotage of the Russian-Chinese gas pipeline in the Siberian taiga as part of GRU special forces

3

5

+

PRO-LEVEL
SAVE THE PRESIDENT

PRO-LEVEL
MISSILE BASE ELIMINATION

Due to engine failure, the Air Force One airplane of the
Russian president has made an emergency landing deep
behind the Arctic Circle, inside the neutral territories. For
the salvation of the head of state, the Russian GRU has
assembled a team of elite operatives. Little do they knew
that they will have to confront the combined Western
forces of JTF2, SAS and DEVGRU, whose mission is to
destroy all traces of a failed assassination attempt on the
president.

The GRU sent a joint special forces team to a desert location in Africa where the United States has deployed a new
missile defense system under the protection of American
DEVGRU and British SAS. One team seeks to destroy the
base, the other to save it.

STAGE.2: PRO MEMBERS
SPEC OPS GROUP VS SPEC OPS GROUP

COVERT VENTURE

PRO MEMBERSHIP: STAGE 2
Clients who successfully complete the basic STAGE 1 scenario can become a member of
COVERTVENTURE PRO - STAGE 2.
PRO members will get access to exclusive and advanced immersive scenarios, including unique PRO level
programs that engage teams of international special operations experts, as well as working with
unreleased equipment and training with elite world-renowned specialists.

ON REQUEST
SPECIAL OP PRESENT
We offer special customized gift packages of our Black Op
experiences for those looking to give their close friends,
family or colleagues the ultimate “secret agent” experience.
The recipient will not know what scenario they will embark
on until after activation of the gift, when the recipient will
contacted and sent on a “mission.” It can be designed for a
single person or a group.

SURVIVAL TRAINING &
WAR ZONE TRAVEL EXPERIENCES
We organize special single and group trips for two to three
days upon request to wild terrain with the aim of teaching
participants basic survival. We can also organize sightseeing
trips to former battlegrounds and areas with signiﬁcant
military history, including Chechnya, South Ossetia, Israel
and other areas.

COVERT VENTURE

COVERTVENTURE
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
WWW.COVERTVENTURE.COM

ELITE
EXPERIENCE

COVERT VENTURE

